
Encouraged by many years of successful partnership relations with 
MECAPLEX, the world's leading aircraft transparency manufacturer, 
coupled with extensive experience in CAD/CAM/CAE application use 
and development, the expert team of CPS-CAD Professional Sys. 
decided to venture into developing software for optical distortion 
inspection on their own. 
Their brainchild – TOPINS software – is the result of several years of 
research, development and intensive evaluation using real-world 
airplane and helicopter transparencies. 

Our specialist team of mathematicians, IT engineers and aircraft 
engineers keeps up on an ongoing basis with the requirements 
formulated in practice by all users of our software – transparency 
manufacturers, aircraft manufacturers, servicing companies and test 
pilots – and builds on their feedback to improve the existing         
functionalities of TOPINS software and implement new ones. 
An in-depth knowledge of aircraft transparency manufacture and 
inspection processes gives our team the credentials to provide 
and install a suitable PDM system, developed specifically for this         
purpose, for any TOPINS software user.

The quality of software TOPINS has been assured by all companies 
that are testing the optical distortion by the ASTM F733 standard - 
from the manufacturer of the raw materials to the manufacturer of 
transparencies for Airplanes, Cars, Trains, Ships for the civil and A&D 
industry.
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Use of TOPINS software allows manufacturers to 
introduce an effective and reliable tool for measuring 
distortion -  the grid line slope (GLS) method,     
compliant with any standard that may be specified 
by the end user. Implementation of this software 
does not require any modification of the existing 
system or any additional investment in equipment.
 

Typical TOPINS users are:

The New Software Solution for Aircraft Transparencies Optical Quality Inspection



PDM

department – purchase order/contract tracking, 
recording and monitoring of technical documents, 
and parameters of transparencies, search engine, 
certificate generation…

Standard Definition

distortion standard is the result of many years of 
experience working on aircraft transparencies 
optical quality inspection.

      The most important features
      of the TOPINS software solution are as follows:

„TOPINS software has been in use 
in MECAPLEX for more than 7 
years now. From the beginning, 
this software has become an 
irreplaceable tool for measuring 
distortion according to 
ASTM  F- 733 Standard (Grid Line 
Slope Method) in our company. 
By using TOPINS software, we 
have multiplied our accuracy and 
productivity while eliminating all 
subjectiveness in the process of 
quality control of aircraft and 
helicopter transparencies. When 
comparing TOPINS software to 
classic (manual) testing methods, 
we have now achieved huge time 
savings in processing results of 
testing. This software is easy to 
use, user-friendly and 
process-oriented. In addition to 
this, the software support team is 
professional, responsive and 
willing to help“.
Mr. Stefan Schneider, Quality 
Department Manager at 
MECAPLEX

resolution of more than 4000 X 2000 pixels 
and standard desktop or laptop computer 
configuration is sufficient to run TOPINS.

Hardware Requirements

Customer Support

requirement. Each new customer is trained individually, rather 
than in a group classroom environment. The training is organized 
at the trainee's pace, thus ensuring that the tutorial-based course 
content is completed with a good degree of understanding. 

The most common causes of the 
transparency distortion are non-uniform 
thickness of transparency, excessive 
curvature of transparency, heat induced 
stress, structural stress generated during 
the installation of transparency into the 
canopy frame and the installation of 
a canopy on the aircraft. Due to distorted 
transparency, objects viewed through 
it can be magni�ed, lengthened, misshapen, 
or their movement can be misjudged, etc.

Nowadays, the method which is most often 
used to measure the degree of optical 
distortion in the transparency utilizes 
a double exposure photographic procedure. 
Usually, that method is based on the            
international standards (e.g. ASTM) and 
obtained data are mainly processed
manually. However, this method has proved 
to be slow, ine�cient and highly susceptible 
to subjective interpretation by all links 
in the quality assurance chain, from the             
transparency manufacturer to the pilot as 
the end user. 

TOPINS is a stand-alone MS Windows          
application enabling high-precision            
automated and e�cient distortion           
measurement across the entire visual �eld 
of the transparency. Distortion is measured 
according to one and/or multiple selected 
standards. TOPINS has been developed 
to meet the highest standards of quality    
assurance in transparency inspection and 
eliminate any subjective factors from 
the process. The PDM system is an important 
feature of TOPINS software that manages all 
relevant data and technical documentation 
relating to the examined transparency. 
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